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other of the Powers signatory to the present Treaty, To this
end, they shall communicate to one another all information of
a nature to enlighten each other mutually concerning their own
dispositions, as well as those of other Powers. However, if, in
the course of events, the maintenance of the status quo in the
regions of the Balkans or of the Ottoman coasts and islands in
the Adriatic and in the Aegean Sea should become impossible,
and if, whether in consequence of the action of a third Power
or otherwise, Austria-Hungary or Italy should find themselves
under the necessity of modifying it by a temporary or perma-
nent occupation on their part, this occupation shall take place
only after a previous agreement between the two Powers, based
upon the principle of a reciprocal compensation for every advan-
tage, territorial or other, which each of them might obtain be-
yond the present status quo, and giving satisfaction to the
interests and well founded claims of the two Parties.
article VIIL The stipulations of Articles VI and VII shall
apply in no way to the Egyptian question, with regard to which
the High Contracting Parties preserve respectively their freedom
of action, regard being always paid to the principles upon which
the present Treaty rests.
abticlb IX. Germany and Italy engage to exert themselves
for the maintenance of the territorial status quo in the North
African regions on the Mediterranean, to wit, Cyrenaica,
Tripolitania, and Tunisia. The Representatives of the two
Powers in these regions shall be instructed to put themselves
into the closest intimacy of mutual communication and assis-
tance.
If unfortunately, as a result of a mature examination of the
situation, Germany and Italy should both recognize that the
maintenance of the status quo has become impossible, Germany
engages, after a formal and previous agreement, to support Italy
in any action in the form of occupation or other taking of
guaranty which the latter should undertake in these same regions
with a view to an interest of equilibrium and of legitimate
compensation.
It is understood that in such an eventuality the two Powers

